We construct a class of spatially polynomial velocity fields that are exact solutions of the planar unsteady Navier-Stokes equation. These solutions can be used as simple benchmarks for testing numerical methods or verifying the feasibility of flow-feature identification principles. We use simple examples from the constructed family to illustrate deficiencies of streamlines-based feature detection and of the Okubo-Weiss criterion in unsteady flows.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we address the following question: For what time-dependent vectors a kj (t) ∈ R 2 does the planar velocity field
solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation with the spatial variable x = (x, y) ∈ R 2 and the time variable t ∈ R? Answering this question would enable one to produce a large class of exact Navier-Stokes solutions for numerical benchmarkig and for verifying theoretical results on simple, dynamically consistent, unsteady flow models. For linear velocity fields (a kj (t) ≡ 0 for k, j > 1), general existence conditions for such solutions are detailed by Majda [1] and Majda and Bertozzi [2] . A more specific form of these spatially linear solutions is given by Craik and Criminale [3] , who obtain that any differentiable function a 00 (t) and any differentiable, zero-trace matrix A(t) generates a linear Navier-Stokes solution u(x, t)
in the form u(x, t) = a 00 (t) + A(t)x,
provided thatȦ(t) + A 2 (t) is symmetric. Note that all such solutions are universal (i.e.
independent of the Reynolds number) because the viscous forces vanish identically on them.
Reviews of exact Navier-Stokes solutions tend to omit a discussion of the Craik-Criminale solutions, although they list several specific spatially linear steady solutions for concrete physical settings (see Berker [4] , Wang [5] [6] [7] , and Drazin and Riley [8] ). For solutions with at least quadratic spatial dependence, no general results of the specific form (1) have apparently been derived.
In related work, Perry and Chong [9] outline a recursive procedure for determining local
Taylor expansions of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations up to any order when specific boundary conditions are available. Bewley and Protas [10] show that near a straight boundary, the resulting Taylor coefficients can all be expressed as functions and derivatives of the skin friction and the wall pressure. The objective in these studies is, however, a recursive construction of Taylor coefficients for given boundary conditions, rather than a derivation of the general form of exact polynomial Navier-Stokes velocity fields of finite order. We also mention the work of Bajer and Moffatt [11] , wherein the authors construct exact, steady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes flows with quadratic spatial dependence for which the flux of the velocity field through the unit sphere vanishes pointwise.
The linear part of the velocity field (1) can already have arbitrary temporal complexity, but remains spatially homogeneous by construction. The linear solution family (2) identified by
Craik and Criminale [3] cannot, therefore, produce bounded flow structures. As a consequence, these linear solutions cannot yield Navier-Stokes flows with finite coherent vortices or bounded chaotic mixing zones.
Higher-order polynomial vector fields of the form (1), however, are free from these limitations, providing an endless source of unsteady and dynamically consistent examples of flow structures away from boundaries. We will illustrate this on specific examples whose instantaneous streamlines look deceptively simple, yet fail to signal the correct nature of fluid particle behavior.
II. SOLUTION PROCEDURE
We rewrite the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in the form
which shows that the left-hand side of (3) is a gradient (i.e., conservative) vector field. By classic results in potential theory, a vector field is conservative on a simply connected domain if and only if its curl is zero. For a two-dimensional vector field, this zero-curl condition is equivalent to the requirement that the Jacobian of the vector field is zero, as already noted in the construction of linear Navier-Stokes solutions by Craik and Criminale [3] .
On simple connected domains, therefore, a sufficient and necessary condition for u(x, t)
to be a Navier-Stokes solution is given by
which no longer depends on the pressure. Substituting (1) into (4) and equating equal powers of x 1 and x 2 in the off-diagonal elements of the matrices on the opposite sides of the resulting equation, we obtain conditions on the unknown coefficients of the spatially polynomial velocity field u(x, t).
III. UNIVERSAL SOLUTIONS
By a universal solution of equation (3) we mean a solution u(x, t) on which viscous forces identically vanish, rendering the pressure p(x, t) independent of the Reynolds number. Note that all spatially linear solutions of (3) 
i.e. if it is a harmonic solution. Hence when looking for universal solutions of the form (1) which satisfy (4), we look for solutions u(x, t) whose components are harmonic polynomials in x with time-dependent coefficients. We will allow these solutions to be pieceiwse smooth with piecewise constant vorticity. Since the viscous terms in the Navier-Stokes vanish for harmonic flows, the universal solutions we seek will also be piecewise smooth solutions of Euler's euqation. General existence conditions for such solutions are given by Majda and
Bertozzi [2] . Our main result is as follows:
is a universal solution of the planar Navier-Stokes equation with piecewise constant vorticity ω = ω(x)e 3 , ω ∈ R, if and only if it is of the form
Proof. Since u(x, t) is assumed to satisfy (5), it is undetermined up to a spatially constant and a linear part. The requirement of piecewise constant vorticity ω = ω(x)e 3 , ω ∈ R, determines the form of the linear part of the sum in (6). Furthermore, for a planar harmonic, divergence-free velocity field with piecewise constant vorticity ω = ω(x)e 3 , ω ∈ R, equation (4) is identically satisfied at all points where the vorticity is differentiable. To see this, note that at all such points, we have
Since ω = ∂v ∂x − ∂u ∂y , eq. (7) implies that
Since the velocity field u(x, t) is divergence-free, we also have
Since the velocity field u(x, t) is harmonic, eq. (4) is satisfied if and only if the 2 × 2 matrix
is symmetric. To verify the symmetry of this matrix, first note that the off-diagonal elements of ∇ ∂u ∂t are equal by formula (8) . Using formulas (9)- (11), we obtain by direct calculation that the off-diagonal elements of ∇ (u · ∇) u are also equal. To prove that u(x, t) is necessarily of the form given in (6), we recall from Andrews, Askey and Roy [12] that a basis of the space of k th -order, homogeneous harmonic polynomials of two variables is given
Hence the most general form of u(x, t) whose components are harmonic polynomials in x is of the form
By the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the real and imaginary part of a holomorphic complex function f (x, y), we have
(16) k is holomorphic, requiring the divergence of u(x, y) in (6) to vanish is equivalent to the requirement
For formula (18) to hold at order k = 0, any constant term a 00 = h(t) can be selected.
The same formulas requires a 1 (t) = −d 1 (t) at order k = 1. If the vorticity ω is constant, we must additionally have c 1 (t) ≡ b 1 (t) + ω(x). Finally, for k ≥ 2, formula (18) requires
. These terms then all generate zero vorticity because by equations (15)- (16), we have
This concludes the proof of formula (6).
III. EXAMPLES
We now give some examples of dynamically consistent flow fields covered by the general formula (6). On these exact solutions, we also illustrate how a commonly used, framedependent vortex criterion, the Okubo-Weiss criterion [13, 14] , fails to correctly identify the true nature of unsteady fluid particle motion. The Okubo-Weiss criterion, in its original two-dimensional form (Okubo [13] , Weiss [14] ) defines the quantity
for a two-dimensional velocity field u(x, t) = (u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)). According to the criterion, an elliptic (or vortical) region is defined by the requirement Q(x, y, t) < 0. Conversely, a hyperbolic (or stretching) region is defined by the requirement Q(x, y, t) > 0.
Example 1. Haller [15] proposed the velocity field
as a purely kinematic benchmark example for testing vortex criteria. By inspection of (6),
we immediately find that (22) is actually dynamically consistent, solving the Navier-Stokes equation with h(t) ≡ 0, a 1 (t) = sin 4t, b 1 (t) = cos 4t + 2, and ω = −4 and a k = b k ≡ 0 for k ≥ 2. More generally, formula (6) shows that the linear unsteady velocity field
solves the Navier-Stokes equations for any constants ω and C, and any smooth function h(t). We set h(t) ≡ 0 for simplicity and pass to a rotating y coordinate frame via the transformation
Differentiating the coordinate change (24) with respect to time and using (23) gives the form of (23) in the y-frame aṡ
for fluid particles in the rotating frame. This transformed velocity field is steady, defining an exactly solvable autonomous linear system of differential equations for particle motions.
The nature of its solutions depends on the eigenvalues λ 1,2 = ± 1 − − sin 4t
giving |ω − C| > 2. This flow would, therefore, appear as an unbounded vortex in any flowvisualization experiment involving dye or particles, yet its instantaneous streamlines suggest (23) for h(t) ≡ 0, a 1 (t) = sin 4t, b 1 (t) = cos 4t + 1 2 , and ω = −1 and a saddle point at the origin for all times. Similarly, the Okubo-Weiss criterion pronounces the entire plane hyperbolic for the flow (23) for all times. Indeed, formula (21) gives
Example 2. By the general formula (6), a simple quadratic extension of (22) is given by the universal Navier-Stokes solution
where we have chosen a 2 (t) ≡ α(t) and b 2 (t) ≡ 0 in the quadratic terms of (6), and selected h(t), ω, a k (t) and b k for k > 2 as in Example 1. Selecting α(t) ≡ −0.1 for simplicity, we find that the instantaneous streamlines now suggest a bounded spinning vortex enclosed by connections between two stagnation points. The Okubo-Weiss criterion also suggests a coherent vortex surrounding the origin at all times, as Q < 0 holds on the yellow domain shown in Fig. 2(a) for the initial time t = 0. In reality, however, the origin is again a − sin 4t
from the universal solution family (6). In the notation used for equation (23), we have ω = −1 and C = 4, which gives |C − ω| > 2. Therefore, as discussed in example 1, the origin of (29) is a centre-type fixed point under linearization for the Lagrangian particle motion. At the same time, both the instantaneous streamlines in Figure 29 (a) . and the for Lagrangian particle motions in Fig. 3(b) . Therefore, the Navier-Stokes solution (29) with α(t) ≡ −0.015 provides a false negative for coherent vortex detection based on streamlines or the Okubo-Weiss criterion.
Again, we mean a coherent vortex here in a material sense, as in example 2.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived an explicit form for spatially polynomial, universal, planar NavierStokes flows up to arbitrary order. Using these results, we have produced a strongly mixing Navier-Stokes flow whose analysis via instantaneous streamlines and the Okubo-Weiss criterion suggests a lack of mixing due to the presence of a coherent vortex. Likewise, we have constructed a Navier-Stokes flow that has a bounded coherent Lagrangian vortex despite the hyperbolic flow structure suggested by instantaneous streamlines and the Okubo-Weiss criterion. We expect such solutions to be useful as basic unsteady benchmarks for coherent structure detection criteria and numerical schemes. We also believe that the solutions obtained here provide a wealth of bounded, physically realistic flow patterns away from boundaries. For instance, the present solutions are expected to produce useful, dynamically consistent models of coherent structures in geophysical flows.
We finally note that the planar polynomial vector fields we have constructed immediately generate a large family of three-dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions whose planar components are just these velocity fields. Their vertical component w(x, y, t) satisfies a scalar advection-diffusion equation with diffusivity equal to the viscosity (cf. Majda and Bertozzi [2] ). Any solution of this advection-diffusion equation complements our planar polynomial solutions (u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)) to exact three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solutions.
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